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hank you for visiting the Journal of Information Technology Theory and
Application’s web site. For those of you who our visiting us for the first time we
would like to welcome you to the second issue of JITTA and for those of you who
enjoyed our first issue were glad you returned. The feedback we have received from the first
issue has been extremely positive and hope that this second edition brings you as much
information and knowledge. Returning readers will notice JITTA’s new look and feel with the
second volume. This new look is distinctive and it conveys the high level of excitement and
quality that we think is present in our journal.
We have had a few changes since the last issue. Our publisher, Ken Peffers, accepted a
position at Texas Tech University in July 1999. This has required the editorial group to use IT
extensively to collaborate on the production of this issue. With this issue the editorial offices have
moved to Texas Tech University.
JITTA continues its mission to publish the best applied research, written by students and
others, on the use of IT theory in business. Our audience is students, researchers, managers and
others who are interested in learning from the application of IT to real business problems.
The papers in this second issue show the kind of varied authorship that is one of JITTA’s
hallmarks. The authors come both from the US and other countries and include IS students,
practitioners, and academic faculty members working together.
The first paper comes to us from Athens Greece by K. S. Metaxiotis and J. E. Samouilidis
and is titled “Expert Systems in Medicine: Academic Illusion or Real Power? In this paper the
authors analyze the role that expert systems (ES) will play in healthcare over the next decade.
Their aim is to identify the key clinical areas that will require computerized decision support, and
to examine the way in which ES technology may prove to be the key enabling technology.
New object-oriented systems require the adoption of new database system structures,
according to Mahesh S. Raisinghani and Gabriel Custodio. They discuss how such structures,
known as Object Database Management Systems (ODBMS), will combine object-oriented
programming and database technologies in their paper, “Object-Oriented Systems - How Do
They Really Work.
In “Improving IS Service Quality?”, James M. Kohlmeyer III and J. Ellis Blanton review
literature about the application of the disconfirmation-based and performance-based approaches
to service quality. The focus is on service improvement in four management areas: service
orientation of IS providers, training/education of IS providers and users, reward system for IS
employees, and linking IT strategy to business strategy.
Our goal is to publish two issues per year, starting with this second volume. Now that
we’ve lasted this long we’ve noticed that prospective authors now have an expectation that we’ll
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survive as a journal. Consequently, the rate at which new papers are arriving has clearly
increased. We now have enough papers in the review process to start planning the second issue
for Volume 2. We continue to look for high quality papers that apply to IT theory in the business
environment. If you, a colleague or friend have a manuscript that you think continues the
excellence of this publication we welcome its submission.
Alan Beatty
Joe Loefflad
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